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Module I – Data and Business Analytics 
 

Hello, dear moderator is it possible to 

change the settings for the previous webinar 

video on you tube posted on 21.01.2021 

cause it's not possible to save it to my list to 

watch it later? You tube it is said :''This action 

is turned off for content made for kids” 

Video settings are intentionally selected as follows due to copyright. 

They will not be changed. 

You are not able to do that because the video is unlisted (so only people 

with the link can see it). Adding to lists is an option only for public video. 

Was there any practical task from previous 

seminar? Or only to read MS materials? 

The last slide of the lecturer had a task for next week. Please watch the 

video on the e-learning platform. 

Hello! Can I ask a question? Now I am on 

Block 3, Perform analytics in Power BI 

module. I tried to apply AI Insights and found 

that there isn't AI Insights function browser 

in the Options. Where could I find it? Thank 

you. 

There are lots of things where AI insights can be used – in Power BI 

services these can be extracted on dataset level, AI Insights in the Power 

Query are totally different thing. For Desktop version they used to be 

Preview features, not anymore (Power Query Add Column>AI Insights) 

More details how to enable AI Insights you could find here  
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-bi/transform-model/desktop-

ai-insights 

   

Hello! Will there be a possibility to review 

previous session? 

You can watch all the previous webinar videos on the e-learning 

platform https://edu.lu.lv/course/index.php?categoryid=253 with the 

guest password: it2021  

Good evening! How long time approximately 

webinar could take? 

Approximate time of online webinar is 90 minutes. 

Hey, I can't find the task from previous 

lecturer. 

All recordings from online webinar can be find in the e-learning platform 

https://edu.lu.lv/course/index.php?categoryid=253 with guest password: 

it2021 

Do I have to download Power Bi to my 

computer? 

Please find instruction how to install and get access to Power BI tool.  

Download only Power BI DESKTOP version. And PRO version is not 

needed! You need PRO license for sharing and publishing reports at Power 

BI Services 

Is there a way to connect zipped csv file from 

the WEB? 

See more details here: 

https://community.powerbi.com/t5/Desktop/Import-a-zipped-csv-file-

from-web-url/td-p/1309699  

Will today’s session content be more or less 

the same as yesterdays? 

No, this session is more deep dive to explore Power BI opportunities. 

Why presentation is performed through 

screenshots, but not in real Power BI 

environment? 

Program Leaders role is to give you guidance in your learning process. In 

the second part of the webinar, the expert will show you how to operate 

in the environment. 

Could u please paste the wiki / fifa stat page 

address? 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/UEFA_European_Football_Championship 

 

From what site to download Power BI 

program 

Please find instruction how to install and get access to Power BI tool.  

Download only Power BI DESKTOP version. And PRO version is not needed! 
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If data is imported from e.g. Vikipedia, will 

Power BI refresh data from it?  

Yes, PBI will refresh ALL online sources (websites, clouds etc). but not 

LOCAL files (excel files store on computer etc.). You can also schedule a 

regular 'refresh' (It does not happen automatically otherwise!)" 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-bi/connect-data/desktop-

tutorial-importing-and-analyzing-data-from-a-web-page 

Power BI desktop will refresh all the sources when you press refresh 

button. Sometimes credentials would be needed, sometimes access path 

to the file used as a source 

Doing labs in Microsoft Learning paths it was 

impossible to ""pin"" visualizations to 

dashboard, because there was no ""pin"" 

button on visualization upper right corner. 

You can pin tiles from reports to dashboards. Pins are available when your 

report is published to PowerBi.com (Services), each visualization including 

image or textbox can be pinned to the dashboard at the workspace.  

Dashboards are a feature of the Power BI service only. They're not available 

in Power BI Desktop.   

Hello, where I can download power BI for the 

macbook? 

Power BI unfortunately does not support Mac devices 

some advice using virtual machine. 

https://www.holistics.io/blog/how-to-use-power-bi-on-mac-devices/ 

 

How to go back to power query editor if I 

notice in desktop that I have to redicate 

more data table? Or can I do all the same 

tricks to the table in desktop data page? 

On top there is 'Transform' tab and there is 'Power Query' button. Click 

that and you'll go back to transforming data. This could be one of the 

questions worth leaving later when you decide to start a free trial period 

with Power BI Service. 

How many students we have in low no code 

and in Power Bi module?  

Close to 6,000 participants have registered for Module 1 of the program, 

and 4,000 close to Module 2 

Where I can find valid, error or empty values? In Query pane at View tab check the box for “Column Profile” 

Will I be able to study in Microsoft Lab 

during course when ""try free"" time for 

Power BI expires? 

If LAB are to be performed on a virtual machine, and in general  it is, then 

yes. 

In my power query editor the table column 

""date"" have extra text, its shows like this 

September 7, 1985 (1985-09-07) should I first 

make a new calculating column to get these 

dates right or is there way how to tell to this 

column that is contains dates? 

You have to check the type of the column. If the type is date, then simply 

change the formatting, otherwise necessary to transform text string to 

date. 

Where to find examples to formulas for 

calculation tables and for dax? 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dax/  

For better Performance - it preferred use 

measures for calculation, or get the ready 

data directly form data source?" 

Measures help you by performing calculations on your data as you interact 

with your reports, e.g., select some filters, or change base period from 

month to quarter. 

What is the best way to solve problems if 

users use different decimal separator - for 

some separator is ',' others '. 

This shouldn't be a problem until you start exchanging data using text files 

such as txt or csv. You can change the decimal separator in your 

computer's system settings.  

Standard is now comma separator. You can replace unnecessary symbols 

within Power Query if needed. 
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Has anyone completed the first or second 

LAB? 

You could find the answer to these questions in the Discord group. Feel 

free to join it and find your learning buddies: 

https://discord.gg/cuFq48BNeA  

Please ask to Jevgenijs: Doing labs in 

Microsoft Learning paths it was impossible to 

""pin"" visualizations to dashboard, because 

there was no ""pin"" button on visualization 

upper right corner 

You can pin tiles from reports to dashboards.  Dashboards are a feature 

of the Power BI service only. They're not available in Power BI Desktop. 

How to auTomate stocks data? https://powerbi.microsoft.com/en-us/developers/automation/  

Most of the companies already have 

connected databases to Power BI, so how 

much of your time does data 

validation/importa/etc actually take and how 

Much of your time actual analysis, 

visualizations and stuff like that take?" 

Depends on complication of analysis. You can check more here: 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/gilpress/2016/03/23/data-preparation-

most-time-consuming-least-enjoyable-data-science-task-survey-

says/?sh=2a95d4606f63  

How to add or apply the automatic quality 

check with Valid/Error/Empty percentage at 

the top of every column? 

Look for Power Query View>Data preview tab and tick the necessary 

boxes. 

Good evening! if i would like to obtain the 

data from a website which is encoded, is it 

possible? (e.g. city24) 

Try this  https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-bi/connect-

data/desktop-connect-to-web-by-example#using-get-data-from-web-

by-example  

Where did you get this Excel from? Microsoft sample data 

Is it course for the beginners? Yes. Learn quickly and it will seem very easy pretty soon 😊 

How we can get the LAB's? You access the LAB (virtual machine on which powerBI is installed and 

has files loaded) on Microsoft Learning Site. 

When we visualize the data (graphs) and 

would like to analyze them by means of AI, is 

it possible to choose or limit the resources 

for the Power BI? e.g. ask the Power BI to use 

LETA news database to analyze the graphs)" 

You can use Python or R code for extraction of data for queries in Power 

BI services, some limits can be there though if Azure Machine Learning 

services of Cognitive services are not used. 

For more details look here: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-

bi/transform-model/desktop-ai-insights  

What is AI ? Artificial Intelligence 

How much time will be this webinar? Each webinar is taking place 90 minutes 

How to get to that formula field? Create new table, new column or new measure and it will appear 

automatically. 

What are LABS everyone keeps talking 

about? Do we access them in PowerBI or 

Microsoft Learn platform? 

In the Microsoft Learn Modules there are blocks with LAB. 

Can you share with us all this data? These data are provided within Microsoft partnership, I suppose we can 

use it for demonstration purposes only. Look for relevant materials 

within your learning module, some datasets are freely available online 
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